Call for Papers

The Marsland Press is a publisher based in New York City of The United States to publish academic journals. You are invited to publish your papers in our journals. The valuable papers that describe natural phenomena and existence or the reports that convey scientific research and pursuit are welcome, including both natural and social sciences. Papers submitted could be reviews, objective descriptions, research reports, opinions/debates, news, letters, and other types of writings that are nature and science related. Manuscripts submitted will be peer-reviewed and the valuable papers will be considered for the publication after the review.

Here is a new avenue to publish your outstanding reports and ideas. Please also help spread this to your colleagues and friends and invite them to contribute papers to the journal. Let's work together to disseminate our research results and our opinions.

Papers in all fields are welcome, including articles of natural science and social science.

Please send your manuscript to: editor@sciencepub.net
For more information, please visit: http://www.sciencepub.net

Please note the journal that you want your paper to be published when you send us manuscript as we have several different journals, or note us that you do not have preference for a journal if you want us to arrange a suitable journal for your paper.
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